We address the problem of computing the largest fraction of missing information for the EM algorithm and the worst linear function for data augmentation. These are the largest eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector for the Jacobian of the EM operator at a maximum likelihood estimate, which are important for assessing convergence in iterative s i m ulation. An estimate of the largest fraction of missing information is available from the EM iterates this is often adequate since only a few gures of accuracy are needed. In some instances the EM iteration also gives an estimate of the worst linear function. We s h o w that improved estimates can be essential for proper inference.
Introduction
We consider the problem of computing the largest fraction of missing information for the EM algorithm and the worst linear function for data augmentation. These are the largest eigenvalue and its associated eigenvector for the Jacobian of the EM operator M at a maximum likelihood estimate.
The EM (Expectation{Maximization) algorithm (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977 ) is a general approach to maximum-likelihood estimation for problems that can be formulated as incomplete-data problems. The data X consist of n multivariate observations x i , w h i c h can be determined from (Y Z), in which Y is observed and Z is unobserved. If the x i are independent a n d i d e n tically distributed (iid) according to a probability distribution f with parameters , t h e n t h e complete-data likelihood is L C (x i j ) = The MLE for based on the observed data maximizes L O (Y j ). The EM algorithm can also to be used to nd posterior modes when there is a prior distribution on the parameters.
The EM iteration alternates between two steps, an`E-step', in which the conditional expectation of the complete data loglikelihood given the observed data and the current parameter estimates is computed, and an`M-step' in which parameters are determined that maximize the expected loglikelihood from the E-step. The unobserved portion of the data may i n volve v alues that are missing due to nonresponse and/or quantities that are introduced in order to reformulate the problem. Under fairly mild regularity conditions, EM can be shown to converge to a local maximum of the observed-data likelihood (e. g. Dempster, Laird and Rubin 1977 , Boyles 1983 , Wu 1983 , McLachlan and Krishnan 1997 , Schafer 1997 . Moreover, the rate of convergence is directly related to the relative amount of unobserved or missing information in the data. In general, convergence is slower when there is more missing data.
An iteration of EM can be viewed as an operator M mapping the current parameters into updated values:
(k+1) = M( (k) ) k = 0 1 : : : : EM is a xed-point iteration, meaning that if it converges to a value^ , then^ = M(^ ). For a discussion of the general theory of xed-point iterations, see, e. g., Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970) .
The rate of convergence is dependent on the eigenvalue of largest magnitude^ of the (which is not, in general, symmetric) is similar to a symmetric nonnegative-de nite matrix, so that all of its eigenvalues are real and nonnegative (Meng and Rubin 1994) . Under mild continuity conditions, and for most (0) , convergence will occur provided 0 ^ < 1, and
(Meng and Rubin 1994) 1 . Moreover,^ will usually be nonzero, and convergence will be slow i f is to close to 1. The value^ is often referred to as the largest fraction of missing information (e. g. McLachlan and Krishnan 1997, Schafer 1997). EM is not only important in its own right, but is becoming increasingly important a s a consequence of its close relationship to iterative s i m ulation or Markov c hain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques for data with underlying distributions that are not directly accessible (e. g. Gilks, Richardson and Spiegehalter 1996 , Schafer 1997 , Tanner 1993 ). These methods converge to a distribution rather than to a single value of a multidimensional parameter. Data augmentation (Tanner and Wong 1987, Li 1988 ) is a particular iterative simulation method that is used in parameter simulation (e. g. Schafer 1997 ) and multiple imputation (Rubin 1987 , Rubin 1996 for missing data problems like EM, its rate of convergence is governed by^ (Rubin 1987 , Schafer 1997 This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we discuss the estimation of^ andv from the EM iterates, and illustrate the accuracy of these approximations for bivariate normal data with missing values whereĴ is readily available. In section 3 we show that inference based on improved estimates can have a v ery di erent outcome than inference based on estimates derived from the iterates. We describe how to obtain better estimates of both^ andv via the power method, using EM steps to obtain extrapolated matrix-vector products involvingĴ . W e then show via simulation on multivariate normal data with missing values that this method becomes increasingly e cient as the number of parameters grows relative to methods that use an e cient nite-di erence approximation to the Jacobian, which i s t h e only general-purpose alternative a vailable.
Estimation from the EM Iterates
In this section we discuss approximating^ and possiblyv from the EM iterates, and assess these approximations on bivariate normal data with missing values.
Estimating^ from the EM iterates
The idea of estimating^ from the EM iterates comes from the relation (2) . In exact arithmetic, the ratios
would be close to^ for k su ciently large. Meng and Rubin (1994) (Dempster, Laird, and Rubin 1977) . They prove that the componentwise rates of convergence can be no larger than the overall rate of convergence^ , and derive the conditions under which one or more of the componentwise rates may di er from^ . Their conclusion is that unlessĴ has special structure (which sometimes happens in practice), it is unlikely that any component will converge at a rate other than^ . The ratios 
Estimatingv from the EM iterates
Schafer (1997, section 4.4.3) argues that the error vector (k+1) ;^ for the EM operator M
should be approximately proportional to the eigenvectorv corresponding to^ near^ . T h e corresponding eigenvector estimates would be
for some values of k near convergence. We g i v e examples in section 2.3 showing that the direction of the error vector does not appear to approach t h a t o f v in general.
We are, however, able to show t h a t i f J is a normal matrix (that is, ifĴ TĴ =ĴĴ T ) 3 , then the solution trajectory
does approach the unit vector in the direction ofv. The set of normal matrices includes all symmetric matrices, but unsymmetric matrices may not be normal. TypicallyĴ is not a normal matrix this is easy to verify for the bivariate normal with missing data used in the examples of section 2.3. Moreover, there is strong evidence from the estimates that the solution trajectory does not usually converge tov (see section 2.3).
For the proof that the solution trajectory converges tov in the case thatĴ is a normal matrix, consider the Taylor series expansion of the EM operator
Rearranging, we h a ve
Taking the limit as k goes to in nity,
Moreover, kĴ k , the matrix 2-norm ofĴ induced by t h e v ector l 2 norm, is equal to the largest singular value ofĴ (the square root of the largest eigenvalue ofĴ These estimates are not well-de ned, since the iteration(s) to be used remain to be determined. The estimates should be obtained from iterates that are`as close as possible' to the limit^ , y et numerical errors in all of them become larger as the iterates approach^ .
We computed the estimates as follows: all iterates were saved (in practice, only some of the last iterates need be used) and computed all estimates along with the componentwise and overall errors:
respectively. The addition of 1 in the denominator of the error computation is so that it will be close to the relative error when j (k+1) i j or k (k+1) k are relatively large in magnitude, and otherwise close to the absolute error. (Note that estimates not involving^ could have b e e n incorporated into the EM computation rather than obtained in a postprocessing phase.) In every case, we only considered values associated with errors falling between 10 ;6 and 10 ;10 , in an e ort to ensure that the iterates are fairly close to the solution, while at the same time not so close as to incur large numerical errors in the ratios. We also discarded all ratios that fall outside of the interval (0 1) in estimating^ (this can occur due to either roundo error or to the fact that the iterates are not su ciently close to the MLE). For the componentwise estimates + i and i , w e took the median of the remaining ratios for each component, and used the maximum of these medians as our estimate of^ . F or the overall estimates + and , w e took the median of the remaining ratios as our estimate of^ . F or v + and v , w e t o o k the componentwise mean of estimates with errors in the selected range as our estimate ofv.
The results of simulations are shown in Table 1 . The data was obtained as follows: 100 bivariate observations were drawn from a normal distribution with mean 0 and random symmetric positive-de nite covariance. This data was then scaled by dividing each column by its standard deviation. The appropriate number of missing values for a range of percentages of data missing were then introduced at random before applying EM. The starting values were the vector of column means ignoring missing values for the mean, and the diagonal matrix of the unbiased column variances ignoring missing values for the covariance (e. g. Schafer 1997 The estimation of^ is reasonably good, especially when there are high percentages of missing data, possibly because the slow r a t e o f c o n vergence means that more values are used to determine the estimate. Estimates based on the overall ratio are better than those for componentwise ratios. The estimation forv, h o wever, was not particularly good in either case, although it also seems to improve somewhat with higher percentages of missing data. Estimates are least accurate for lower percentages of missing values, which are most likely to occur in practice.
Improved Estimates with the Power Method
When it is possible to obtain a good approximation to^ via EM, we h a ve an estimate for^ and possibly forv from the EM iterates, although the accuracy of these estimates (especially that ofv) is uncertain. The are instances, however, in which one or both of these estimates are not su ciently accurate for proper inference. Such an example is the foreign language data analyzed in Chapter 6 of Schafer (1997) 4 under a multivariate normal model with a noninformative prior. The EM iteration converges to a tolerance of 10 ;12 for both the parameters and loglikelihood in 36 iterations from the usual default starting value (see section 2.3). The estimate of^ from the iterates is about :5, which seems to be consistent with the fact that EM converges quickly. The true value of^ however, is very close to 1. Figure 1 shows time-series plots and autocorrelations for the sequence fv T (k) g, where f (k) g is a sequence of parameters produced via data augmentation with the foreign language data under the multivariate normal model with a noninformative prior. The 95% con dence interval for the autocorrelations is shown with dotted lines parallel to the horizontal axis. The linear function converges almost immediately forv estimated from the iterates. A better estimate of the worst linear function fails to converge in 10,000 iterations, which i s indicative of the high fraction of missing information. In this example, the variable GRD is inestimable, as can be seem by comparing results obtained by starting EM from several di erent initial estimates. An analysis based on estimates of^ andv from the iterates would not indicate extraordinary behavior, whereas the more accurate estimates are consistent w i t h inestimability due to missingness. In remainder of this section, we show h o w t o c o m bine the power method for eigencomputation with extrapolation methods for computing products involving the EM Jacobian to obtain improved estimates in both^ andv.
The power method, illustrated in Figure 2 , is an iteration for computing the largest eigenvalue of a matrix and its associated eigenvector (e. g. Golub and VanLoan 1996) . Note that even if the matrix in question is real, it is not necessarily symmetric, so that it may h a ve complex eigenvalues and eigenvectors. For EM, however, it is known that the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofĴ (which is not necessarily symmetric) are real if^ is a strict local maximum of the observed data loglikelihood, and that the eigenvalues fall in the interval 0 1) (Meng and Rubin 1994) .
In exact arithmetic, the power method converges if the two largest eigenvalues di er in magnitude, and if the initial estimate of the eigenvector is not orthogonal to the eigenvector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue. If the two largest eigenvalues satisfy j 1 j > j 2 j, then rate of convergence is governed by the ratio j 2 j=j 1 j, and will be slow i f 1 and 2 are close in magnitude. Convergence can sometimes be accelerated by replacing the matrix A with A ; I, which has the e ect of shifting the eigenvalue (e. g. Wilkinson 1965 ). The optimal shifts, however, require knowledge of the eigenvalues.
Although the estimate ofv from the iterates may not be especially good, there is reason to believe it will have a signi cant component in the direction ofv (Schafer 1997 with a noninformative prior. The 1st and 2nd plots correspond to the sequence withv estimated from the iterates, while the 3rd and 4th use a more accurate estimate from the power method. The former converges almost immediately, whereas the latter has yet to converge after 10,000 iterations.
4.4.3)
, so that it is a reasonable starting vector for the power method. Moreover, it is not necessary to formĴ explicitly in order to use the power method: all that is needed is a means of computing productsĴ u for arbitrary unit vectors u. S u c h an estimate is available by extrapolation. From the Taylor series expansion for M,
in which is a scalar, it follows that
Since we k n o w the order of convergence of the sequence f M(^ + u);^ g, Richardson extrapolation can be applied to obtain an accurate approximation toĴ u. Further extrapolation is possible with additional constants (usually c i = b 1;i i= 1 2 3 : : : , for some b > 1). When the extrapolation is carried out to convergence, it is often called extrapolation to the limit. T h i s t e c hnique is well known in numerical analysis (e. g. Ralston 1965 ) and probably dates back at least as far as Gauss. It was used to obtain values for mathematical tables by hand before computers were invented. For productsĴ u, the vectorvalued quantity M(^ + u);^ in (9) is extrapolated as a function of the scalar . In the case of multivariate normal data with missing values, only a few EM steps are needed to reach relative accuracy of 10 ;8 inĴ u.
Formation ofĴ u by extrapolation requires repeated EM steps (evaluation of M). There are few alternatives to this as a general approach (see section 4). IfĴ were available,^ and v could be computed by either the power method starting with estimates from the iterates, or by direct eigenvalue decomposition. It is possible to get a close approximation toĴ by the method of extrapolation proposed for use in the power method, since the columns ofĴ are products with the canonical unit vectors.
Simulations : Multivariate Normal Data with Missing Values
We performed simulations with all three alternatives power method with extrapolated products power method with extrapolatedĴ direct eigenvalue decomposition of extrapolatedĴ for the case of multivariate normal data with missing values. Figure 3 gives a comparison of the power method with extrapolated products with the power method applied to the extrapolated Jacobian. It shows that the power method with extrapolated products becomes more e cient t h a n t h e p o wer method using the extrapolated J as the data dimension increases. Note that the dimension of^ (and ofĴ ) i s p+p(p+1 ) =2
when the data dimension is p. Figure 4 shows timings for the power method with extrapolated products (without initial costs) compared to the times for obtaining the estimate from the EM iterates, for the power method givenĴ , and for direct eigenvalue decomposition 5 givenĴ . It should be clear from this that most of the computation in the power methods of Figure 3 is due to the extrapolated products, so that formation ofĴ is actually desirable whenever it can be done e ciently (see section 4). Details for the simulations are as follows. The data consisted of 500 observations generated from a multivariate normal with mean 0 and random covariance matrices. Each v ariable was divided by its standard deviation before missing values were introduced at random. The estimate of^ was obtained via EM, terminated with a maximum di erence of 10 ;12 between parameter iterates. Both power methods were started with estimates of^ andv computed from the iterates as described in section 2.3. The times for computing^ and obtaining the starting estimates are included in all values the results shown were averaged over 100 simulations. All extrapolations (products in the power method, columns of the Jacobian) were terminated when a relative di erence of 10 ;8 between iterates was reached (which requires only a few EM steps). The power method was terminated when the l 2 norm of the eigenresidualĴv ;^ v fell below 1 0 ;4 . This yielded three to four gures of accuracy in^ , and about two gures of accuracy in the components ofv. I f o n l ŷ were wanted, a smaller tolerance could be used. The methods were implemented i n F ortran and executed on a Sun SPARC W orkstation under SunOS 5.5.1.
Discussion
We h a ve s h o wn that traditional approaches to approximation of the largest fraction of missing information for the EM algorithm and the worst linear function for data augmentation may not be adequate for proper inference, and proposed an alternative for computing better approximations to these quantities. Our method uses the power method for eigencomputation. It does not require formation ofĴ (the Jacobian of the EM operator at an MLE) instead the products needed for the power method are computed via extrapolation using EM steps.
IfĴ were easy to compute,^ andv could be obtained by either the power method starting with estimates from the iterates, or by direct eigenvalue decomposition (the former is more e cient since only a few gures of accuracy are needed). However, except in very special cases,Ĵ would not be available, or else it would take a signi cant a m o u n t of e ort to obtain an e cient result from an automatic or symbolic di erentiator with the current technologies (e. g. Hovland et al. 1997, Griewank and Corliss (eds.) 1991, Grossman (ed.) 1989).
Another general approach i s t o a p p r o ximateĴ by nite di erences. Since the columns ofĴ are products with the canonical unit vectors, they can also be formed by extrapolation in the same way as the products needed in the power method. Formation ofĴ via the supplemented EM algorithm (Meng and Rubin 1991) , which g i v es a nite-di erence approximation toĴ using EM steps, would not be as accurate or e cient as formation via extrapolation, because its rate of convergence is dependent on that of the underlying EM algorithm. In simulation on multivariate normal data with missing values, we demonstrated that the new approach using power method with extrapolated products becomes increasingly more e cient than the power method with the Jacobian formed by extrapolation as the data dimension increases.
